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Advanced Global Deduplication Technology

Alike DR delivers two powerful ways to ensure business continuity. Building on the strengths of Alike Standard, the first deduplicating 
archival solution to gain Citrix Ready™ verification, Alike DR can vault multiple point-in-time backups offsite, and efficiently replicate 
entire VMs to a secondary XenServer pool.

Alike DR joins the Alike product lineup, which is also available in Free and Standard editions. Existing Alike Standard customers may 
upgrade to Alike DR by purchasing upgrade licenses. 

Enhanced Replication
Enhanced Replication furnishes an efficient and elegant way to replicate VMs directly from one XenServer host (or pool) to another,  
regardless of underlying storage architecture. Using a tiny virtual appliance automatically deployed and managed by Alike DR,  
Enhanced Replication transfers only the changed data between two hosts. Eliminating the need for lengthy restore procedures, Alike’s VM  
replication can drastically lower your RTO with warm standbys of your most critical servers.

QuorumSoft Alike™ DR
Deduplicated Offsite Backup for Citrix® XenServer
● Provides deep version history in a 
   secure offsite location
● Bandwidth efficient deduplicated data 
   transfers to a secondary location
● High performance full VM replication 
   for cold or warm standby
● Affordable, flexible DR solution
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The first and most popular deduplicating  
archival solution for Citrix XenServer
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Additionally, Alike supports single pass backup and replication, which allows you to simultaneously perform a backup and replication 
for added protection and efficiency.  Boasting push or pull replication flow, network efficient change only replication, and single pass 
backup and replicate, Enhanced Replication can cover numerous DR use cases while being simple to install and configure.

Offsite Vaulting
Alike DR’s Offsite Vaulting feature allows you to protect all, or a subset of your backup history in a secure remote location. With Offsite 
Vaulting, you may completely recover your virtual infrastructure, even if your primary location is unavailable. Furthermore, no XenServer 
is needed to get up and running, only a Windows based system with sufficient storage is required in your remote location.

To achieve this, the Alike Offsite Recovery module installs on a physical or virtual server housed at the secondary site. Then, when vault 
enabled backup jobs run, the primary Alike server vaults post-deduplicated data, protecting the VMs both onsite and off. Thanks to Alike’s 
robust deduplication engine, only delta data is transferred to the secondary site.

By leveraging Alike’s advanced global deduplicating technology, which consolidates unique data across your entire virtual infrastructure, 
Offsite DR provides a deep version history for each VM, both onsite and off. The Alike approach has the advantages of both differential 
and full backups, providing the ease of full backups with the efficiency of differentials.

Dedicated to Business Continuity
Alike DR empowers enterprises with two complimentary solutions for business continuity. The Offsite DR feature set furnishes fault  
tolerant archiving of VM data to a secondary location, while the Enhanced Replicate feature rapidly and simply replicates a live VM to a 
secondary system.

 
Alike DR joins the Alike product lineup, which is also available in Standard and free editions.  
Existing Alike Standard customers may upgrade to Alike DR by purchasing upgrade licenses.


